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A  poultry  farm  in  Yaroslavl  has  been  ordered  to  cull
800,000 chickens, as regions introduce arbitrary “public
health” measures to stop the spread of “bird flu”
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On May 12, Russian media reported that an “infected” gull had
been discovered near a pond in a village in Moscow Oblast.

What happened next was practically preordained.

Moscow Mayor Sergey Sobyanin—the poster boy for New Normal
Russia—issued  a  decree  on  May  18  imposing  “quarantine”
measures on 11 districts in the capital.

The order placed restrictions on public events where birds
might be congregating, and also banned the transportation of
feathered creatures in the aforementioned districts.

Of course, birds could always just, you know, fly into one of
these “quarantined” districts, and spread their devilish flu,
but that’s neither here nor there.

Moscow’s  friendly  mayor  dreams  of  “genetic
passports”  by  2030
If you like UN Agenda 2030, you’ll love Moscow 2030!
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Read full story…

Moscow  is  the  trend-setter  when  it  comes  to  enterprising
public health policy in Russia, so of course other regions
have been eager to follow suit with their own arbitrary bird
flu edicts.

Kaliningrad was the first to play copy-cat.

source

Just  hours  after  Sobyanin’s  decree  was  published,
Kaliningrad imposed its own “quarantine” on a 10km perimeter
around another bird flu Ground Zero.

The restrictions, which will remain in place until August 1,
included a ban on the “import and export of birds and hatching
eggs, the relocation of birds, procurement and export of bird
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feed,  as  well  as  holding  agricultural  fairs,  exhibitions,
auctions and other events.”

source

A week later, the discovery of dead, flu-riddled gulls in
Nizhny  Novgorod  prompted  officials  to  introduce  a  30-day
quarantine in one of the region’s districts.

Health authorities “seized poultry within a radius of five
kilometers [from where the dead gulls were found], and poultry
farms in the region were transferred to enhanced security
protocols.”

Locals were also advised to only buy poultry from “verified”
sources—the good, factory-farmed corporate stuff; don’t even
think about buying poultry from your unverified neighbor!

But confiscating all chickens in a 5km radius is amateur hour
compared to the health-boosting measures adopted in Yaroslavl.
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The  Romanovskaya  poultry  farm  in  Yaroslavl  has
been instructed to cull its livestock, and destroy all animal
products  on  its  premises,  following  an  alleged  bird  flu
outbreak:

All birds, more than 800 thousand in total, will be killed …
The destruction of the carcasses, along with poultry products
(eggs), will be carried out via incineration at a specially
designated site. […]

The poultry farm has not disclosed any details about the
order. When a 76.RU correspondent tried to contact company
representatives, they declined to comment.

“We are in quarantine. That’s all,” a receptionist said,
before hanging up.

The region is a major agricultural hub, so there’s no reason
to believe that this bird-liquidation will cause a shortage of
poultry or eggs. But…it’s also 800,000 chickens?

Finally, like a bad omen, Tatarstan (which was arguably the
most Virus Crazy region in Russia after Moscow/St. Petersburg)
is already bracing for the bird flu apocalypse:
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Please just stop. Please.

It was clear that the COVID grift was rapidly losing its
potency when Virus Nanny Anna Popova announced an imminent
wave of “Arcturus”.

How many waves of severe-sounding Greek letters and words are
possible,  before  people  stop  paying  attention?  Or  worse,
starting asking questions?

Well, now Russia is sacrificing 800,000 chickens to the Global
Health Gods.

By the way: Where did this scary outbreak of bird flu begin?
Hard to say for sure, but China recorded the world’s first
human death from the new and improved “H3N8 avian influenza
strain” in mid-April.

The bird flu scam actually predates COVID by many years. In
fact, many of the trusted experts who demanded large-scale
chicken slaughter (for public health) later went on to become
celebrated  “coronavirus  experts”  who  championed  worldwide
house arrest for the proles—resulting in another mass culling.

Have you ever heard of a psychopath named David Nabarro?
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source  /  source  (to  be  fair  to
Nabarro, he later described lockdown
as a “last resort”, which makes him
slightly  less  disgusting  than  the
typical WHO-certified Neanderthal.)

Let’s  not  deceive  ourselves,  friends.  Global  Biosecurity
Theater is forever.
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